
Fortus Loves our Travelers!  

Thanks for all the great responses to our January edition!  We’re 

thrilled at Fortus to be able to provide the knowledge of both 

company and industry that’s easy to access and fun to sort through as well.  The feedback we’ve 

received so far has been great! This month, we’ve decided to have fun with Valentine’s Day and focus 

on those travelers who are both spending time with and away from their family and significant others. 

Thank you to all the travelers who provided their input and stories with us; we hope you enjoy this 

month’s issue! 

Sticking Together      by Lindsay Weibel  

Relationships can be difficult and even more so when one of the people in the relationship 

has a job that requires travel, like a travel nurse.  Some people are lucky and their significant 

other can travel with them due to having a flexible career, being retired or being a fellow 

nurse. Others are not so lucky and have to leave their significant other behind because of 

children, a house, pets, or even their own careers. When it comes to this, it’s important to 

stick together and stay in contact with your partner. Travel nursing can be lonely at times, 

but you don’t have to give up time with your loved ones. We live in a day and age where 

contact is constant and instantaneous.  Skype and phone calls are two of the best ways to 

stay connected when used the right way. You should never try to cram in a phone call or a 

video chat. Instead, plan a time when you both will be free and able to talk, but remember to 

schedule around work for both of you and keep time differences, if any, in mind.  Text 

messages are for those quick moments where you find that you aren’t busy. A random text 

to your loved one can turn someone’s day completely around.  

If you’re one of the luckier nurses who is able to bring a significant other with you, but you’re 

worried about them being bored while you’re working, don’t sweat it! If your travel buddy 

has a job, chances are that will keep them busy. If they don’t, either due to being retired or 

having given up their job in order to travel with you, here are some ideas for things they can 

do.  

1. Temporary Jobs:  Just like you’re on a temporary assignment for nursing, there are 

also agencies that hire people for other temporary jobs.  They typically post jobs 

that last about three months. Since your average travel assignment is 13 

weeks…well, that’s perfect! 

2. Online education: It’s never too late to get a degree, and now it’s even easier with 

most colleges offering online courses.   All you usually need is an Internet 

connection.  

3. Hobbies: They’re fun and easy ways to stay busy. Some popular “on the go” hobbies 

are photography, writing, scrapbooking, reading, golfing, and researching the area 

you’re in.  

Whether you are with your significant other or had to leave them behind, one of the most 

important things to do is always appreciate the time you’re able to spend with them. 

Whether you’re just coming home from a work day, or arriving home after a 13 week 

assignment, enjoy being with them and try not to worry about the next work day, or where 

that next travel assignment will come from.  

 

 

Welcome Aboard! 
 

Fortus would like to welcome 

aboard travelers who have 

started assignments since our 

last newsletter!  We’re happy 

to have you a port of our 

Fortus family! 

 
 Vincent, a dialysis technician, 

becomes a new Fortus Travel 

employee in California! 

 Patricia, a former Fortus 

Travel ICU RN, began her 

travel career again after a few 

years working permanently as 

an Operating Room nurse!  

We’re glad to have you back! 

 Sheverneek, Med/Surg RN, 

will be starting her first 

Fortus assignment in Texas! 

 Anita, a dialysis RN, began 

her second consecutive 

Fortus assignment in 

California. 

 Gwen, a Med/Surg and 

Dialysis RN, took a new 

assignment in Texas.  Gwen’s 

been with Fortus for nearly 

two years now! 

 Sherry, our most loyal travel 

nurse, began her newest 

assignment in New Mexico.  

Sherry’s been with Fortus 

Travel for nearly seven years! 

 Michele, a Med/Surg and 

Oncology RN, is beginning her 

travel career in Oregon. 

 

Want to see your name here 

and join our Fortus family?  

Call and request a recruiter. 

1-888-387-3625. 

 
Or Contact us with your 

specialty and we will call 

you. 

February 2014 
Fortus Travel Operations Team:  Jeremy, 

John, Kathy, Tracey, Melaina, and Lindsey 

Recruiters: Edward, Janet, Rebecca, Rick, 

Janasa, and Patrice 

http://www.fortusgroup.com/contact-us/


Follow Fortus Resources! 

 

  Comments?  Ideas for future issues?  Write to us and let us know.  

Rebecca (Rebecca@fortusgroup.com) or Lindsay (Lindsay@fortusgroup.com) 

 

Love on the Go    by Lindsay Weibel  

Among the luckiest of travelers are the ones who are able to 

travel with their significant others who are also nurses. Here 

at Fortus we have a couple, Nikeeda and Lawrence, who travel together as girlfriend and 

boyfriend with their 2-year- old daughter.  

Nikki and Lawrence met on Valentine’s Day (no joke) in 2008 when he was transferred to the 

unit that Nikki was already working in. After about two years of local travel between units 

belonging to the same company, Nikki and Lawrence decided to try something different and 

go into travel.  They count themselves lucky to have landed three years worth of 

assignments together from the Niagara Falls area to the U.S. Virgin Islands.  According to 

Nikeeda, the two of them decide where they want to go based on pay, location and whether 

or not they have been there before.  When asked if they’ve ever had to split up or decide 

who got to take a certain contract, Nikki made it clear that it’s better to ask than to just 

accept the assignment: “That almost happened and when I talked to the manager of [that] 

unit and told him I travel with a partner, he said, ’Oh wow, I needed two people’ and he 

hired us even though only one position was posted.” Nikki stated. 

Travel companions often get on one another’s nerves, but when faced with the question of 

whether this occurred between the two travel nurses, the answer was no. “I guess because 

we draw that line well. When we are at work, Lawrence is just another coworker. Once we 

punch out, we are a couple. We also travel with our 2- year- old daughter and, as long it’s 

not an emergency, we remain professional in the work environment.” 

Nikki and Lawrence encourage people who are in relationships and have the opportunity to 

take an assignment to do so. ”At least give it a try. It’s better for you that the two of you can 

travel and make memories together.” 

 

 

Hot Travel Jobs 

 Labor & Delivery, 13 

Weeks, New York City 

 Emergency Room, 8 

Weeks, Cooperstown, NY 

 Operating Room, 13 

Weeks, Cooperstown, NY 

 Med/Surg, 13 Weeks, 

Albany, NY 

 Labor & Delivery, 13 

Weeks, Redwood City, 

CA 

 Dialysis, 8 Weeks, 

Gardena, CA 

 Operating Room, 13 

Weeks, Fargo, ND 

 PD Dialysis, 13 Weeks, 

Sacramento, CA 

 Critical Care, 13 Weeks, 

Albany, NY 

 PICU, 13 Weeks, Houston, 

TX 

 Labor & Delivery, 13 

Weeks, Ridgecrest, CA 

Featured Permanent 

Openings 

 Dialysis Clinical 

Managers, Bay Area of 

California 

 Dialysis Charge RN, 

Dallas, TX 

 

To view these jobs online 

visit jobs.fortusgroup.com 

 

Do you have pictures you 

love to show off from an 

assignment you were on? 

Send them to us, and we 

may show them off for you 

in our March Newsletter! 

Traveler of the Month     Dawn Hogan 

Dawn Hogan is the type of travel nurse who dedicates herself to her assignment 110%.  

Having been on a tough assignment down in St. Thomas for nearly two years, Dawn rarely 

complains and does all the tasks handed to her with thoroughness, care, and diligence.  Her 

commitment to her work and the hospital she works at earned her a promotion to Interim 

manager of dialysis when the nurse manager had stepped down.  Although the job calls for 

long hours and a lot of overtime, Dawn has taken the tasks head on and is committed to 

bringing the clinic to the level it needs to be at the function properly.  Even with the hectic 

schedule Dawn manages to keep her great sense of humor and sweet, charismatic 

personality.  For being a great nurse, employee, and part of our “Fortus Family”, we are 

happy to award Dawn February traveler of the month! 
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